
Oticon SafeLine™
Hearing aid retention cord

Keep wearing your 
hearing aids, no 

matter how active 
you want to be
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Contact your local hearing care professional:

www.oticon.com



Keep your senses about you  
in more situations
Your sensory world becomes limited if you have to 
remove your hearing aids.

However, we all want to be aware and present in the 
moment. We especially want all our senses working  
when we are active and doing what we enjoy, whether  
running around a basketball court, hiking over hills, or 
blasting along muddy tracks on your mountain bike. 
 
Forget your worries with SafeLine
With Oticon SafeLine™, you gain the confidence that 
your hearing aids won’t be lost, fall off or become 
damaged, no matter how demanding the action gets.  
You can enjoy all the hearing support you’re used to,  
and your hearing loss won’t hold you back.

What’s more, you won’t need to keep reminding yourself 
to be careful with your hearing aids. With your worries 
forgotten, you can be more alert, more in the moment, 
and more able to lose yourself in your passions.

Keep wearing your hearing aids, no matter how 
active you want to be:

•  Maintain access to sounds all day long
•  Prevent loss and damage of hearing aids
•  Ensure your peace of mind 

Safe and durable

SafeLine features a break-away function enabling the cords  
to safely snap off under pressure, such as if you catch them  
on something — after which they are easy to reattach. 

The collar clip on SafeLine is easy to use and prevents your 
fingers from being pinched. 

SafeLine meets international legislation and standards for 
safety. Oticon has ensured that all materials are hypoallergenic 
and biocompatible.

Easy to use

SafeLine is compatible with all Oticon BTE, miniRITE, 
and designRITE hearing aid styles.

Oticon will not be liable for any hearing devices lost or damaged when using SafeLine. 

Attach the rings  
of the cords to  
your hearing aids

Clip SafeLine  
to your collar

Put your  
hearing aids on


